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ABSTRACT

The use of the satellite communication medium exploits a number of advantages for
military application. The extent of its potential use has been constrained to date by cost
and susceptibility to possible countermeasures. Currently the DoD operates three systems
utilizing the military UHF and SHF frequency bands. The evolution of future generations
proposed by the MSO (Military Satellite Communication Systems Office of the Defense
Communications Agency) includes the use of higher frequency bands (EHF) to relieve
spectrum congestion and improve immunity to jamming. The use of higher bands will
require new technology and will encounter higher terminal costs. Also it will be impacted
to some extent by degradation of the propagation medium caused by the effects of local
rainstorms.

INTRODUCTION

The satellite transmission medium offers a number of potential advantages for exploitation
in military applications. For fixed service, it provides virtually global coverage with the
ability for rapid extension and restoral of connectivity as the situation warrants. Also, it is
capable of distance insensitive netting of diverse combat units, intelligence sources, and
the top-level command authority. The unusually wide bandwidths supported by the
medium permit intelligence transmission at unprecedented high data rates. For mobile
service for air, sea and land units beyond line of sight, it is a significantly more stable
medium than the HF ionospheric propagation path and can furnish more capacity. As a
replacement for microwave relay and troposcatter systems in the tactical environment it 



can provide multichannel service with a vastly diminished logistics burden and much less
vulnerability to physical attack.

Unfortunately, military use of the satellite communication medium has encountered high
costs both for spacecraft and terminals. Another problem relevant to military application is
susceptibility to specific enemy countermeasures such as jamming or interception. These
constraints have tended to limit the potentially broad use of the medium. It is now
generally recognized that it is not a panacea, but must be employed in conjunction with
more conventional terrestrial systems, exploiting the advantages of both types.

CURRENT STATUS

Today the DoD operates three satellite communication systems which comprise:  ten
active military satellites in orbit (plus leased transponders on three commercial satellites),
about 160 fixed and transportable terminals which are globally deployed, mobile terminals
on approximately 400 ships and 100 aircraft, and 60 shelter or vehicle-mounted units for
use by ground mobile forces. The terminal inventory is expected to reach about 2,500 in
the next few years, with the mobile terminals dominating the quantity.

Another problem, of particular interest for joint operations, is the need for improved
interoperability and flexibility. There is now a considerable investment in systems with
diverse modulation systems, rates, digital formats, etc.

Despite the above, there appears to be an ever increasing demand for service including
more channels, higher rates, and new requirements (C3 for new weapons systems, and new
surveillance and warning needs).

TECHNOLOGIC OPPORTUNITIES AND ISSUES

One of the most highly leveraged technical possibilities for future growth and improved
performance is the use of higher frequency bands such as EHF (Ka or Q bands as shown in
Table 1). The relatively large bands available for military use (1 GHz at Ka and 2 GHz in
the 43-45 GHz region) offer significant relief from spectrum congestion, thereby permitting
greater traffic volume and higher data rates. The larger bandwidths also accommodate
wider spread spectrum systems which in turn can provide significantly higher anti-jamming
protection. Additional AJ advantage is achieved for small terminals at these higher
frequencies because of fundamental physical limitations on the amount of RF power which
can be generated by a single device and the largest possible antenna gain, which is
ultimately constrained by the achievable surface tolerances on reflectors. Furthermore, the
application of the higher frequencies simplifies the design of spacecraft antenna systems
employing pattern control techniques such as up-link nulling, multiple beam transmission,



or beam hopping. Finally, it is generally agreed that transmission through a disturbed
ionosphere encounters much less fading and phase scintillation than the lower frequencies.

The proposed use of EHF is not without problems. It requires the development of new RF
power amplifiers, low noise receiver amplifiers, multi-beam antenna systems and on-board
satellite processing techniques. Furthermore, it is expected that the terminal costs will be
significantly higher than, say, UHF units. The actual variation of cost with frequency is
unknown since there is virtually no relevant production experience yet. Another difficulty
to be addressed is the degradation in transmission (in the form of attenuation and de-
polarization) caused by rain in each path between satellite and terminal. This phenomena
involves a complex interaction of several factors including required circuit availability,
satellite elevation angle, frequency of operation, and obviously the rainfall statistics along
the relevant path. Some feeling for the problem is given in Table II which provides the
required link margins in dB for various combinations of the above factors. Reference (1) is
the source of the data. No margin greater than 20 dB is shown. The data from which the
table was compiled divided the earth into eight geographic areas with varying annual rates
of rainfall. The range in values of margin shown in each matrix element covers all areas. It
is apparent that, except for relatively low availabilities, operating at angles less than 20E is
costly. This factor must be considered in satellite coverage studies, and may justify the use
of highly eliptical orbits and satellite relay. Maintaining the minimum elevation angle
above 20E may be costly for the space segment, but it can potentially simplify the terminal
design for airborne and ship-borne applications. In aircraft the impact or radome design
and aerodynamic performance is eased if the antenna profile can be lowered. In ships, the
problem of finding a suitable location for the antenna is reduced. In addition, the higher
angles tend to increase the difficulty in detecting or intercepting transmissions.

ARCHITECTURAL IMPLICATIONS

Returning to Figure 1, the Military Satellite office of the Defense Communication Agency
has stipulated that future versions of the DSCS system should include an EHF capability
especially for fixed service requiring high data rates. Where high circuit availability is
important the use of Ka band may be appropriate. For the mobile users in the future
Strategic Satellite System (SSS) and future tactical systems, the AJ advantage attained
with increasing frequencies suggests the use of frequencies at least as high as Q band.

In general, service to the fixed and transportable units is provided by the DSCS-II system
using the military SHF band. Table I shows the band designations, spectral ranges, and
typical users. The DSCS system will also support multichannel tactical units. The sea and
air units operate in the military UHF band. Currently the FLEETSAT spacecraft and
GAPSAT (the leased UHF transponders on the Comsat General Corporation’s maritime
satellites) furnish the UHF channels.



The most outstanding feature of these systems is their variability. The terminal sizes range
from 100 watts with a simple blade antenna to 10 KW with a 60 foot diameter antenna.
The circuit data rates are as low as 75 BPS and as high as 10’s of MBS. The system
loading in terms of capacity and geographic distribution can and must change rapidly as
required. The scenarios for operation can include:  peacetime day-to-day functions, local
or global crises, contingencies, local limited conflicts, or total nuclear war.

It is of interest here to briefly compare military and commercial systems. The latter have
evolved largely as fixed systems utilizing C band (with recent expansion to Ku band
necessitated by spectrum and orbit crowding). The only commercial mobile service is a
limited maritime capability at L band. Commercial coverage is global, regional and
domestic. Commercial service is heavily concentrated in multichannel trunking using large
terminals. More recently TV distribution and business data networks have started to grow
in importance. Commercial systems are not required to provide the flexibility demanded
for military use or the ability to survive enemy countermeasures.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE FOR MILITARY SATELLITE COMMUNICATION

Figure 1 shows the present architecture and proposed evolution. Of the three user
groupings the wide band community is the most diverse including WWMCCS, the Defense
Communication System, tactical multichannel users, diplomatic service, etc. The
requirements to be satisfied are generally high volume and often high data rates. Nuclear-
capable units include bombers, submarines and missile forces. This service is
characterized by low data rates and the highest level of survivability. At present there is no
dedicated spacecraft for these users. They are served with packages on other host
satellites. The tactical mobile community includes fleet and air operations, and critical
command and control nets serving ground mobile forces (Army, Marine Corps and
Tactical Air Command units). The required data rates and volume are intermediate to the
other gwo user groupings.

The proposed evolution indicates present and future system generations. The projected
characteristics of the near and far term new systems are driven by perceived shortcomings
of the current service or the unfavorable direction of future trends.

Foremost among the concerns is the absence or lack of protection against deliberate
interference. This pertains especially to UHF mobile service utilizing simple, low cost non-
directional terminal antennas, but includes other systems as well. Obviously, other types of
countermeasures, including physical attacks on terminals or even satellites, must be
considered in scenario-dependent assessments. However, in many cases the use of
electronic attack may be less costly and less provocative. In addition to immunity against 



deliberate jamming, some circuits must be capable of sustaining transmission through a
disturbed propagation medium resulting from nuclear events.

The present and growing congestion in the military UHF and SHF bands, which are both
shared by satellite and terrestrial services, is considered a major factor in future planning.
Satellite communication development in the UHF band, which was selected primarily to
permit low terminal costs, has encountered considerable technological difficulty (e.g.
excessive generation of passive intermodulation products) because of spectrum constraints.
Furthermore, growing requirements for very wideband data links in the SHF band and the
recent loss of the 50 MHz exclusive SATCOM portion at the 1979 WARC have
exacerbated an already difficult situation.

There remains the need to settle the issues of affordability versus desired level of
protection, and possible trades in the relative complexity of the space and terminal
segments. Since there are at least hundreds and perhaps thousands of potential users, the
terminal costs will probably be the driver. These costs will in turn be a product of the
technology and the presumed market. It is unlikely that the commercial satellite community
will focus on any frequencies above Ku band in the foreseeable future. However, it is
expected that NASA will exert a significant effort on component, device and system
development in Ka band.

CONCLUSION

The evolution of MILSATCOM systems to EHF can alleviate significant limitations of the
current capabilities. Furthermore, this may be the first opportunity for DoD to achieve the
standardization and interoperability deemed necessary to fully exploit the inherent
advantages of medium. The road ahead includes all the classical problems — cost, threat,
transition, and perhaps the most difficult of all, the aggregation of diverse user
requirements. Most of the community believe that the goal is worth the monumental
dedication and effort which will be needed to achieve it.



Figure 1.  MILSATCOM Evolution



TABLE 1.  Frequency Bands Generally Employed for Satellite Communication.



TABLE II.  Range of Rain Margin Required - Dryest to Wettest Area - dB
(No margin greater than 20dB considered)


